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WORSHIP TIMES
Faith - Oakville
Sundays: 7:45, 9,   
  10:45 a.m.

Faith - Columbia
Sundays: 9, 10:45 a.m.

FAITHSTL.ORG

This interactive 10-week group journey 
includes a prayer event, serve event, small 
group gatherings, and daily readings. It is the 
first step for those interested in joining Faith, 
leading a ministry, or growing in discipleship. 
Online registration is open for the summer 

session. Both student and adult groups kick off on May 15. 
More information at faithstl.org/rooted. 

New Here?
We’re glad you chose to worship at 
Faith today! If you have any questions, 
stop by the Info Desk in the center of  
the lobby to speak with a Hospitality 
Team member. 
Our pastors and staff would like to 
connect with you after any service at  
the New Here kiosk in the lobby. We 
look forward to meeting you and have  
a Faith T-shirt for you.
Music and the Bible are available in braille, 
and an ASL interpreter is available at 9 a.m.  
Sunday worship.

THE

ROOTED
EXPERIENCE



4.28.19 | Today
We are all encouraged to share our faith story with others, so this week 
Pastor Chris is sharing his story of questioning Christianity. Although 
his journey led him to a vocation as a pastor, his story is probably not 
all that different from yours. Many of the same questions and doubts 
you have are likely the same ones he had to resolve for himself (and 
continues to wrestle with daily).  

1 Peter 3:13-22 (p. 1016; large print p. 1205)

MY STORY OF QUESTIONING 
CHRISTIANITY

Text Questions to: 314.282.5374

On the DEFENSE: Pastor Chris’ questions of doubt:
1. Is there such a thing as God or a god?   

• Science/reason
• Pain and suffering

2. How can we be certain that Christianity is the  
    right one? 

 Biblical reliability
 Christianity’s claim to exclusive truth

On the OFFENSE: Pastor Chris’ reminders of assurance:
1. Objective morality
2. Source of personal purpose
3. Explanation for death and consciousness



NOTES

FAITHSTL.ORG

To see people connecting people to the 
extraordinary life found in Jesus - one person, 
one family, one community at a time

MISSION


